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Salaam/Peace to all brothers and sisters,
here we shall clearly witness one of the greatest historic Event/Achievement,
in the whole history of Humankind,
that has Remarkably taken place in our Final Age now,
in this most specific respect here, now here thus:
===============

We will show them Our Signs (=Ayatina)
(which are specifically "19" coded here =74/2630, 31)
53 So,

in the horizons (=i.e. thus also and especially, in that greatest historic Event/Achievement
that has Remarkably taken place (on "November 2, 2000", in this most specific respect
now here =QURAN TESTAMENT 36/41)
and also within their own selves/souls,
until it becomes perfectly clear to them that this is absolutely The
Is it not Enough that your

QURAN TESTAMENT

Truth.

LORD is Witness over all things.
41/53

===============
__________________________________________________________________________
* Please, absolutely note that

"Our Signs (=Ayatina)" above is directly related to
the "Reminder" (="Dhikra" ) herein, first of all (=6/"68"),
this most specific term:

and

"19" coded,

that

"Reminder" (="Dhikra") here (=74/2630, "31"), from the very beginning!

"SYMMETRICAL MIRACLES" of/in QURAN TESTAMENT is

__________________________________________________________________________

So here is this most essential and exclusive Verse
in which this greatest historic Event/Achievement, in this respect,
in the whole history of Humankind, above
has thus clearly been Foretold by our LORD

ALLAH,

now here:

==================
41 And a "Sign" for them is that We have carried their (=i.e. Humankind's) "offspring"
(= n Arab c: "dhurriyatahum") in the loaded "Orbiter" (= n Arab c: "AlFulk almashhoon!"
= .e. a most spec f c reference to "International Space Station" wh ch "Orbits" our Planet
"loaded" w th all k nds of technolog cal dev ces, and also all k nds of utens ls and food etc. for Human

consumpt on there n).
*In Arabic: "Falak" means "Orbit"
and in this connection, in the preceding Verse above (=36/40), it is specifically emphasized that
Sun and Moon are floating in their own "Orbit" (="Falak"), first of all,
thereby the loaded "Orbiter" (="Fulk") emphasized in this above Verse (=36/41) is thus clearly referring to some
heavenly "Orbiter" (="Fulk") which would constantly "Orbit" around our Planet
like those Sun and Moon are constantly "Orbitting" around the Center of our galaxy and around our Planet,
respectively above, as in the preceding Verse (=36/40), in this respect, in the first place.

QURAN TESTAMENT, Chapter No. 36, Verse No. 41
==================
https://www.nasa.gov/audience/forstudents/58/features/nasaknows/whatistheiss58.html

VVVVVVVVVVVVVV

The "Internat onal Space Stat on" s a large spacecraft n orb t around Earth.
(*please, f rst of all, clearly see t n the above l nk.) It serves as a home where crews of astronauts and
cosmonauts l ve.
It s also a un que sc ence laboratory. Several nat ons worked together to bu ld and use the "Space Stat on".
It orb ts Earth at an average alt tude of 220 m les. It travels at 17,500 mph.
Th s means t orb ts Earth every 90 m nutes.
NASA s us ng the "Internat onal Space Stat on" to learn more about l v ng and work ng n space.
................
More p eces were added over the next two years before the "Stat on" was ready for People to l ve there.
The f rst crew arr ved on "November 2, 2000." People have l ved on the "Space Stat on" ever s nce.
................
The "Internat onal Space Stat on" has the volume of a f vebedroom house or two Boe ng 747 jetl ners.
It s able to support a crew of s x People, plus V s tors.
................
The "Internat onal Space Stat on" has made t poss ble for People to have an ongo ng presence n space.
Human be ngs have been l v ng n space every day s nce the f rst Crew arr ved on "November 2, 2000".
................
VVVVVVVVVVVVVV

*We should certainly note that in this wellknown/specific Country (of NASA, together with ROSCOSMOS,
and then also EuropianSA, CanadianSA, and JapanAEA Space Agencies) above,
wherein this greatest historic Event/Achievement have thus clearly been witnessed, instantaneously,
therein above,
https://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/station/expeditions/expedition01/index.html

it is thus officially always stated in this specific order as:
First Crew Arrived at the "International Space Station" on:

November 2, 2000

= "11 / 2 / 2000"
at "9.21" UTC (=Universal Coordinated Time)
or/and

at "3.21" CST (=Central Standard Time)

thereby, we will rightfully take it into Account
always perfectly in this "specific order"
= "Month / Day / Year" above.
___________________________________________________
*Please, absolutely note that
because that in this above Verse (=36/41) it is specifically emphasized:
=========

And a

Sign for

them is that

We have carried their (=i.e. Humankind's) "offspring"

in the loaded "Orbiter" (=i.e. "International Space Station") .....
=========
therefore we have thus rightfully taken into Account the exact "Date" and "Hour"
when this first Crew successfully arrived at the "International Space Station" above,
and thus the Humankind's "offspring" (=in Arabic: "dhurriyatahum") being carried
by our LORD

ALLAH constantly therein has Perfectly come true therein (=36/41),

from "that very moment" therein.

___________________________________________________

So now let us see all of those most Powerful and clear Evidences
which will unmistakably show us that our LORD

ALLAH

has thus Clearly and Perfectly foretold in this most essential and exclusive Verse,
from the very Beginning, in QURAN TESTAMENT above (=36/41),
exclusively, this greatest historic Event/Achievement, in this respect, above,
that has Remarkably taken place on
this most specific "Date" and precise "Time" above,

"Most AWESOMELY"

&

"Most WONDROUSLY"

now here thus:

continues in the next post

____________________________________________________________
*First of all, let us clearly see here
this most Essential and exclusive "Chapter/Verse" No.

(=36/41),

in QURAN TESTAMENT, in this most specific respect, above,
now here again, openly and clearly, thus:

Chapter No.

36 / Verse No. 41
V

41 Wa "Ayatun" lahum: Anna Hamalna dhurriyyatahum
fiy " AlFulki almashhoon. "

ﻭءﺍﻯﺓ ﻝﻩﻡ ﺍﻥﺍ ﺡﻡﻝﻥﺍ ﺫﺭﻯﺕﻩﻡ
ﻑﻯ ﺍﻝﻑﻝﻙ ﺍﻝﻡﺵﺡﻭﻥ
41 And a "Sign" for them: We have Carried their offspring
in the " loaded Orbiter. "
total Number of (Arabic) "Letters" above:

total Number of (Arabic) "Letters" above:
=

37

total Gematrical Value of those "Letters" above:
=

2720

_________________________________________________________________
*Please, certainly note that we have rightfully taken this unique letter (=)ﺓ
into account, exclusively as "two" letters (ﺕ

& )ﻩ,

and their Gematrical Values: (400

respectively, above,

& 5)

because it is such a unique (compound) letter of/in Arabic alphabet which
essentially consists of those "two" letters (ﺕ

& )ﻩ, in its essence, from the very beginning.

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________
*And we can clearly see all "Gematrical Values" of each and every (Arabic) Letter
here: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abjad_numerals#Letter_values

_________________________________________________________________
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=
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=
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=

*Please, absolutely note that
we have thus rightfully taken all of these closely related "Numbers" above:

36 =
0037
11 =
09 =
11 =
2000

41
=

2720

02
21
11
=

2000

into Account thus always in perfectly "equal digits", in this Consistent manner above,
in such a perfectly parallel and absolutely Coherent and Complementary manner,
by this most Wise and perfect

Decree of our LORD ALLAH here

(28/6870 = 72/28 = 78/29 = 74/30), from the very beginning.

So now, let us clearly witness these "Most AWESOME" &
now also by taking into Account exclusively and only

"Most WONDROUS" MIRACLES above,

=the number of "Letters & G.Values",
(*because it can legitimately be written in two different ways
based on how we consider that most specific unique letter (=ﺓ

or

=ﺕ

& )ﻩ

we have previously seen above)

and
=the precise "Time (=i.e. "Hour" and "Minute") of the Day"
(*because it can also legitimately be written in two different ways, again,
based on how we consider that most specific unique Time (=UTC or =CST)
we have previously seen above)

now here again

"Most AWESOMELY"

&

"Most WONDROUSLY"

thus:
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And Then
again
===============
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*Please, absolutely note that
we have rightfully taken into account
the Time of Day as (=09.21 UTC =Universal Coordinated Time)
for/in the first Case above,
and
the Time of Day as (=03.21 CST =Central Standart Time)
for/in the second Case above,
thereby they are perfectly placed in exact reverse order therein above:

^

**

^

^

**

^

And thereafter, similarly, we have thus rightfully taken into account
the number of "Letters" (=37)
for/in the first Case above,
(*we can legitimately do that by counting this unique compound letter (=)ﺓ
essentially as separate "two" letters (ﺕ

&  )ﻩhere; as we have previously seen it above)

and
we have thus rightfully taken into account
the number of "Letters" (=36)
for/in the second Case above,
(*we can legitimately do that by counting this unique compound letter (=)ﺓ
basically as unified "one" letter ( ;)ﺓas we have previously seen it above)

thereby they are also perfectly placed in exact opposite direction therein above:

thereby they are also perfectly placed in exact opposite direction therein above:

>

>

<

<

in such a perfectly parallel and absolutely Complementary manner, in this most specific respect,
for/in both Cases, above,
by this most Wise and perfect

Decree of our One

and

Only LORD ALLAH

here again (28/6870 = 72/28 = 78/29 = 74/30), from the very beginning.

So finally, we can thus clearly and unmistakably see that our LORD

ALLAH

has thus Absolutely and Perfectly foretold in this most essential and exclusive Verse,
from the very Beginning, in QURAN TESTAMENT above (=36/41), also
exclusively, this greatest historic Event/Achievement, in this respect, above,
that has Remarkably taken place on
this most specific "Date" and precise "Time" above,
even from the very Beginning, in such a
in QURAN TESTAMENT above:

"Most AWESOME"

&

"Most MIRACULOUS"

Perfect Manner,

QURAN TESTAMENT
41/53

=

36/41

=

74/30

continues in the next post

==================
41 And a "Sign" for them is that We have carried their (=i.e. Humankind's) "offspring"
(= n Arab c: "dhurriyatahum") in the "loaded Orbiter" (= n Arab c: "AlFulk almashhoon")
= .e. a most spec f c reference to "International Space Station" wh ch "Orbits" our Planet
"loaded" w th all k nds of technolog cal dev ces, and also all k nds of utens ls and food etc. for Human
consumpt on there n).
(as we have clearly and unmistakably witnessed

"It"

Most AWESOMELY & Most WONDROUSLY,

on our "19" coded Tables above, in this Final Age now.)
42 And We have (also) created for them (many other space veh cles) which are
( n essence) similarofit (= .e. all k nds of other "moving/orbiting" spacecrafts, shuttles, carriers there n, etc.)
that they are riding on.

(*In QURAN TESTAMENT, whatever humanbeings have perfectly manufactured/assembled/constructed here
are essentially created by our LORD

ALLAH,

because

HE has granted that ability/power/capacity unto humanbeings to do those things here,

in the first place =8/17 & 21/80 & ......)


43 And if We will, We could suffocate them, and (then) there wouldn't be (even) any screaming
(coming out) of them, and they would not be saved.

*this specific term: suffocate them (=in Arabic: nughriqhum) above has been used in QURAN TESTAMENT
specifically to refer to "suffocation under water (=e.g. please, see it here: 2/50, ...),
or/and to "suffocation on earth, due to being deprived of oxygen therein (=e.g. please, see it here: 79/1, ...),
and in the

"International Space Station" above, both of these two Dangers

as such an absolute

Reality,

by this

Clear Decree of our

LORD

have already been experienced

ALLAH, in this most specific Respect above!

We can absolutely witness it here:
http://www.space.com/22168whydidspacesuithelmetleakissastronautexplainsvideo.html


44 But as a Mercy from US (they are saved from that "suffocation" above), and as a BenevolentProvision
towards a specifictime. (=63/1011)
45 And when it is said to them (=i.e. to all Peoples, now): Be aware of
what is in front of you (ma bayna aydeekum) due to all of those "Signs" (="Ayat") on "the left side"
of those "19" coded Tables above now: 29/47
and what is at your behind (ma khalfakum) due to all of those "Signs" (="Ayat") on "the right side"
of those "19" coded Tables above now: 29/49 that you may attainMercy (here and forever =6/54)!
46 But (no matter) what "Sign" (as that Awesome "loaded Orbiter" (= n Arab c: "AlFulk almashhoon")
as clearly emphas zed at the very beg nn ng above: 36/41)
comes to them from the ("19" coded) "Signs" of their LORD (here:

74/2630),

they (still) turn away from it! (=41/5354)
47 And when it is said to them: Give Alms (thus espec ally unto such truthful Bel evers who ded cated themselves

ALLAH has provisioned you.
Those who reject say to those who believe: Shall we feed those whom ALLAH could feed, if HE so Willed?
n the Cause of ALLAH here: 2/271274) from what

(And they say:) You are really far astray! (=6/115117 & 83/2934)
48 And they say: When is this "Promise" (thus espec ally, of th s ant c pated "Smoke" and those
dreadful "Heavenly Requitals" thereafter, here n th s case: 44/1016 n th s F nal

Age now) to come,

if you are truthful?
49 They are not waiting but for a single "Blast" that will overwhelm them (at that time), when/if they
(still) hostilelyargueinvain (against it).
50 And because of their such hostile, ignorant and arrogant rejection =22/72 of all of those "Signs" (="Ayat")
on "the left side" of those "19" coded Tables above now: 29/47 they will not even be able to achieve
(la yastateeoona) to leave a will, and because of their such hostile, ignorant and arrogant rejection =22/72
of all of those "Signs" (="Ayat") on "the right side" of those "19" coded Tables above now: 29/49
they will not be able to return (la .. yarjioona) to their people (at that time above: =44/1016)!
51 And (at that t me, at the very moment of the r death there n: 16/2829) the horn will be blown, whereupon
they will (instantly) rise ( n a parallel Un verse, w th n the r new "bod es" there n wh ch w ll be exactly same/s m lar
even to the r "f ngert ps" here: 75/14) from the sleepingplaces rushing towards their LORD (therein).
52 They will say: Woe to us! Who has awakened us from our restingplaces?
This is what

The Gracious (ALLAH) had promised; and the Messengers were truthful!

(=16/2829 X 32)

(=16/2829 X 32)
53 It has been but a single "Blast", whereupon they are (thus instantly) summoned before US.
54 On this Day, no Soul will be wronged in the least (=21/47); and you will be recompensed precisely for whatever
you have been working for (here =41/40)!

QURAN TESTAMENT 36/414243 ...... 5354
____________________________________________________________________________________________
* Please, absolutely note that
those "S gns" (="Ayat") due to/on "the left s de" above (=29/47), and those "S gns" (="Ayat") due to/on "the r ght s de"
above (=29/49), are thus d rectly related to the "Rem nder" (="Dh kra") there n, f rst of all (=29/47
and

"19" coded, "SYMMETRICAL MIRACLES"

here aga n (=74/2630,

= 29/49 = 29/"51"),

of/ n QURAN TESTAMENT s that "Rem nder" (="Dh kra")

"31"), from the very beg nn ng!

____________________________________________________________________________________________

Remain in peace/salaam.

And he who came with The TRUTH,
and those who verifieditasTRUE,
they are the Righteous. =39/33, ....

